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WE PROVIDE

SMART SOLUTIONS

TO ENHANCE MICROSOFT COLLABORATION
Who We Work For

Senior Management

Administrators

End Users

Security Managers

Highlight areas where
value can be realized and
where ROI can be increased

Identify trends, delegate
tasks and reallocate resources
to maximize eﬃciency

Reduce downtime and latency
to ensure the best possible
end user experience

View Audit Trails and manage
who has access to what, with
AD role-based delegation

HOW WE
WORK

VitalSigns 5.1 leverages PowerShell and end-user simulations to monitor
the performance and availability of each Exchange Mail component in
your environment - in real time. VitalSigns includes dedicated health
pages, trend reporting, proactive notiﬁcations alongside the powerful
administrative features like PowerScripts.
PowerScripts are an encrypted library of PowerShell commands that
can be accessed with Active Directory credentials and run on-demand.
Administrators have full control of permission levels allowing them to
easily delegate commands to other users. PowerScripts can be run by
vetted users at anytime against servers, mailboxes or users.
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WE PROVIDE

SMART
TOOLS

TO GROW MICROSOFT COLLABORATION
Optimize performance, ensure availability and
realize cost savings in Microsoft Oﬃce 365,
Exchange, SharePoint, Skype, Teams and OneDrive.

WHY
PowerScripts

Exchange Health

Run PowerShell commands
with the click of a button and
enable junior admins with
role-based delegation. View an
Audit Log to easily monitor who
ran what script, and when.

Gather actionable insights on
DAG Health, Database Storage,
Connectivity Status and
Exchange Services. Leverage
these insights to troubleshoot
failures and proactively identify
issues.

WHAT’S
INSIDE

Mail & Users

Live Dashboard

Test mail ﬂow between multiple
combinations of servers,
identify and mitigate storage
issues, analyze in-depth reports
and make corrective or mass
changes with PowerScripts.

View dedicated health pages
with live data for each
technological component, team
or geographic location. For
high-level analysis, see the
main dashboard or the
executive overview.

VITALSIGNS?
VitalSigns 5.1 is a powerful solution right
out-of-the-box that can be enhanced by IT
Administrators using the VitalSigns Conﬁgurator to
customize parameters, quotas, alerts and reports
with ease. VitalSigns 5.1 is able to proactively identify
ineﬃciencies and potential issues before end-users
experience a disruption in service.
Maximize performance, identify trends and minimize
downtime with VitalSigns Exchange monitoring,
administration and reporting.
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